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Plan of the lesson
review of the Standard Model and open problems 

First order phase transitions in the early Universe  

electroweak phase transition  

dark phase transitions

Very high energy phase transitions

QCD phase transitions, mention



The main aim to this lecture is too provide a 
general picture of the topic. 

In one hour I cannot pretend to provide a 
complete lecture on the subject but I hope I 

will provide you a general idea and 
understanding  

for future deeper studies 
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Primordial Black Holes: their genesis 

Primordial Black Holes and inflation

Primordial Black Holes and gravitational waves

Primordial Exotic Compact Objects?

Cosmological probes of  
High scale supersymmetry and supergravity



Standard Model of particle physics



Standard Model features
A simple theory for the electroweak and strong interactions

it encodes parity violation V-A (Lee & Yang, nobel prize)

It is based on Lorentz invariance, micro-causality, unitarity 
and CPT symmetry, a simple combination of gauge groups  

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)
Flavor changing neutral currents are suppressed, 

compatible with all current data from electroweak precision 
tests as well as high energy colliders

All known particles are coherently organized in three families 

The theory is renormalizable at quantum level  

Quantum gauge Anomalies automatically cancelled each 
others while global chiral anomaly into neutal pion decay 

into two gammas



Misery of the Standard Model 
Dark Matter 

Neutrino mass

Hierarchies

Baryogenesis 
and  

Matter/Antimatter asymmetry

Strong CP  problem 

gravity? Gravitons?

Unifications? Family structures



Higgs discovery posses an 
important question: 

what is the Nature of the 
electroweak phase transition?



Cosmological history of the Universe. 
Primordial Plasma state crosses 

phase transitions





Phase transitions
First and second order phase transitions





A more general concept 
ferromagnetism  

superconductivity 
topological phases

scalar field theory…

Lev Landau, Landau’s  
theory of phase transitions 

developed in 1940



“A phase transition occurs when the 
equilibrium state of a system changes 
qualitatively as a function of externally 

imposed constraints.  
These constraints could be temperature, 
pressure, magnetic field, concentration, 

degree of cross-linking, or any number of 
other physical quantities. 

A transition as a function of temperature, but 
note that the idea is, of course, more general 

than that…” 
P. Olstead George Town U. 



order parameters to understand deformations in a broken  
symmetry state: this often goes by the name of 
generalized elasticity, and incorporates elasticity of 
solids, sound waves in fluids, magnetization in 
ferromagnetic materials etc.  

Landau theory is a mean field theory: the system is  
assumed to be described by a single macroscopic 
state.  

Landau free energy functionals to calculate observable 
quantities  

Qualitative nature of phase transitions, such as the order  
of the phase transition, is altered by fluctuation effects 
and the coupling of different degrees of freedom.  



Landau’s theory 



Discontinuity in 
 First derivative

Discontinuity in higher 
derivatives



Phase transitions in field theory:  
a quantum field can change its  

phase state,  
for example a scalar field  

In this sense the scalar field is considered 
as an order parameter of the system. 

In primordial bath would depend on temperature 
as well



Coleman De Luccia instantons



Tunneling from false to true 
minimum and materialization of 

bubbles 



Primordial Black Holes 
from first order phase transitions 

Hawking, Carr et al 

Rs

v1 v2



GW from FOPTS
Universe expansion, temperature decreases 

down to a critical value: phase transition

The PT depends on the particle physics models: 
it depends from couplings of the scalar field with 

other fields and its self-interaction potential 

if PT is of the first order, it  can produce a GW 
signal (Hogan ’83, Witten ’84, Hogan ’86... 

(Turner et al ’92, Kosowsky et al ’92, 
Kosowsky and Turner ’93, Kamionkowski et al 

’94, Kosowsky et al ’02, Dolgov et al ’02...)  



LISA interferometers: 
mHz window



LIGO/VIRGO



FAST, SKA, NANOGrav



GW contributions

Collisions of bubbles

Magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) 
turbulence

sound shock waves 



Key parameters for the phase transition 

Transition rate for bubble enucleation 

Euclidean action 

Classical EoM for bubble profile 



inverse characteristic time for bubble ennucleation,  
where t* is time where the  transition is complete

Adiabatic expansion of the universe: 

latent heat injected in plasma during the transition 

T* is when the probability for horizon space-time volume is O(1) 





Estimation of GW spectrum from bubble collisions



More precisely for GW peak: 

rhot *=(alpha+1)rho rad



Sound Waves 



Turbulence



Runnaway and non-runnaway bubbles,  
bubble speed 

Runnaway in plasma:all terms included

Non-Runnaway in plasma: sound and turbulence terms  
dominate on others

Runnaway in vacuum: collisions dominate 



Two simple ways  
for having a first order phase transitions

Two scalar fields:  
example Higgs coupled with a scalar singlet  

or a twin Higgs 

Higher order self-interaction terms: for 
examples dimension 6  extra operators  



Higher order self-interaction terms: for 
examples dimension 6  extra operators  



Higher order self-interaction terms: for 
examples dimension 6  extra operators  



Thermal corrections,  
thermal field theory, 

mass and vertices corrections  
to the potential depending by 
the couplings with other field  



Example: Majoron model



Thermal corrections





Dark Phase transitions



Violent Majoron:  
decoupled by the Higgs  

and phase transitions around KeV-MeV 
(Addazi, Cai, Marciano 2017)







NANOGrav Excess 3.1 sigma



Dark gauge sectors, dark photons





Very High energy FOPTS



QCD phase transition



QCD phase transitions





Not clear if of the first 
order or second order…



Time crystals



Conclusions
GW stochastic background as a possible cosmological 

probe of new physics beyond the standard model

electroweak phase transition

dark phase transition

QCD phase transition not completely understood

space interferometers, terrestrial interferometers  
and radio-astronomy for scrutinizing different ranges 



Thanks for the 
attention!


